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Conor Bergin, 
Cathaoirleach, 
Laois County Council

As Cathaoirleach of Laois County Council, I am delighted 
to welcome the publication accompanying the tenth 
anniversary exhibition, In Trust. In Gratitude. In Hope.  
at the Laois Arthouse. 

Over sixty artists associated with the Laois Arthouse  
since its establishment ten years ago took up the call  
and responded to the poem The Window Seat by Pat  
Boran, especially commissioned for the occasion. 

Laois County Council are very proud of the role of  
the Laois Arthouse, serving artists locally, nationally,  
and internationally.

We are grateful to all who have contributed to the making  
of In Trust. In Gratitude. In Hope; the artists, Monica Flynn 
the Curator, Muireann Ní Chonaill and the Laois Arts team.
 
I wish the Arts O!ce continued success in developing  
the Laois Arthouse for many years to come.

Cathaoirleach’s Welcome

We are truly grateful to the many artists who responded  
to the invitation to Pat Boran’s poem The Window Seat,  
as a springboard for this anniversary exhibition at the  
Laois Arthouse. Each artist received an identical canvas  
and the responses which arrived by return were all so  
di"erent in their approach to the theme. It is a dynamic, 
provocative and comprehensive response by the makers 
and movers of contemporary visual arts culture to the tenth 
anniversary and all that has unfolded in more recent times. 

In Trust. In Gratitude. In Hope. has been curated by  
Monica Flynn. It brings an outstanding selection of artists  
and artworks to the Laois Arthouse for visitors to engage 
with over the coming months. A special thank you to Aidan 
Dunne for his introductory essay and to Gillian Buckley for 
her photography for this publication. Thanks also to the 
management, members and sta" of Laois County Council  
for their continued support of the Laois Arthouse. Thanks  
to the Arts Council and Creative Ireland for their support.

We look forward to a bright future and a new chapter unfolding 
at the Laois Arthouse.

Muireann Ní Chonaill
Arts O!cer,
Laois County Council

Foreword
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Monica Flynn
Curator

I was honoured to have been invited by Muireann Ní 
Chonaill, Arts O!cer, Laois County Council, to curate  
this 10th Anniversary Exhibition at The Laois Arthouse.  
It has been exciting to work with Muireann, and the Arts 
O!ce team, to develop the concept of this exhibition.  
The premise was to invite artists to make works of similar 
scale (30 x 30 cm) in response to Pat Boran’s poem The 
Window Seat, which was specially commissioned by Laois 
County Council. We were thrilled to receive all the artists’ 
works, with 64 artists in all responding to our invitation and 
to Pat’s poetic imagery in painting, textile, photography, film 
and sculptural forms. 

The exhibition encompasses works from leading 
professional Irish artists who have undertaken residencies, 
exhibitions and facilitated masterclasses at the Laois 
Arthouse between 2011–2021. The creative flourishing,  
that the Laois Arthouse has facilitated over this period, has 
also seen the emergence of the Laois Arthouse Collective. 
Many of this collective, of professional Laois artists, are 
represented here along with a stalwart of the Stradbally 
Active Retirement Group of painters Christy Moran.

Curator’s Foreword

The exhibition takes its title In Trust. In Gratitude. In Hope. 
from the final line of Pat’s poem which captures so well  
the challenging times of COVID 19 for artists and society  
as a whole. This line also alludes to faith in the creative 
process, the cyclical nature of life and our creative work 
as artists, poets and citizens in imagining the future. Most 
importantly this collection of art works celebrates the 
achievement of 10 years of artist hosting, residencies  
and exhibition making at the Laois Arthouse and the  
artists who have engaged with the space.

The Laois Arthouse was founded by Laois County Council  
with a trust in the possibilities that a space for art, artists  
and participation in the creative process can a"ord us  
all. It has been a pleasure to have been a part of this  
celebratory exhibition. Warm thanks to all who have  
made the exhibition possible.
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The Virtue of the Real
Ten years at the Laois Arthouse
by Aidan Dunne

Like other institutions today, arts organisations operate  
in a real-virtual environment; in a real world, that is, 
thoroughly pervaded by a virtual world in a shadowy,  
uncertain way. But arts organisations have a particular 
relevance in this context. Globally as well as locally, the  
virtual side of the equation is dominated by a small number  
of digital tech companies. Within the last decade it has become 
apparent that those companies favour and indeed contrive  
to create passive consumers, because they are largely in  
the business of delivering consumers to advertisers.

As we encounter it in the personal, social and political  
spheres, the technology of digital communications is 
corporately profit-driven, rather than being, as it often  
presents itself, a neutral facility. It’s good at giving people  
the illusion of control while actually diminishing their agency, 
o"ering a limited palette of consumer choices and tailored 
information in lieu of freedom.

By its nature, an arts organisation like the Laois Arthouse  
takes sides on the issue of real versus virtual, to the extent 
that it enshrines a respect for the processes of making things 
under the heading of art and craft, and for the individuals who 
make them. The making can happen on any number of levels. 
It might involve words, or images, or musical notes, or physical 
movement, or material substances of various kinds, from 
pigments to clay to stone to steel, or it might consist purely  
of ideas. But in all cases the concept of the individual as maker 
runs decisively counter to the individual as passive consumer.
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As with other organisations and institutions, the Laois 
Arthouse does not happen in a vacuum, it depends on 
decisions made and commitments delivered at the political 
level. In the case of the Laois Arthouse, the relevant forum is 
Laois County Council. The existence of the Laois Arthouse 
is a testament to the council’s belief in and commitment to 
the value and utility of the arts.

It is important to point out, incidentally, that rather than 
representing a luddite rejection of technology, the arts 
excel at encouraging a lively relationship with technology, 
fostering as they do a capacity for critical thinking, mental 
and manual dexterity and an expanded range of reference. 
The historical record confirms that, overall, artists have not 
been slow to grasp the potential of any emergent technology.

Art leverages the human presence in the world. You take 
things in the world, you order or reorder them, and make 
something that was physically or conceptually not there 
before, but is now, and has the capacity to o"er an insight 
into the world, augmenting or enlarging our perception 
and understanding, informing and perhaps illuminating our 
experience. A genuine engagement with art allows a degree 
of unpredictability and uncertainty, and encourages agency. 
In its history to date, the Laois Arthouse has proved to be 
about facilitating such engagement in every possible way.

Some years ago, the writer Malcolm Gladwell popularised 
the 10,000-hour rule, the proposition that it takes 10,000 
hours practice to become proficient at a particular skill. 

Not exactly, researchers have since clarified. There is no such 
conclusive figure. Practice counts, but it has to be ‘deliberate 
practice’, not merely doing something by rote, but always 
challenging the limits of your ability.

The arts are generally associated with self-expression,  
perhaps misleadingly so. Is self-expression enough?  
Invest yourself in something, as maker or performer,  
and it is, in a sense, you. It is an expression of you. Pure  
self-expression, though, can easily become self-indulgence.  
Once, giving a masterclass, the musician Daniel Barenboim 
noted of a performer that he was putting a lot of emotion 
into his playing. It wasn’t a compliment. Feeling was not, 
Barenboim pointed out, an added ingredient; it was there  
in the music and the performer’s job was to play it well. It is 
notable that the Laois Arthouse programme has consistently 
sought to foreground the arts as involved, complex and 
demanding activities.

As an open space of engagement, an arts facility is surely 
egalitarian in its essence. In each particular instance, it is  
also located within a community, and wider communities.  
It is not and should not be a site of passive consumerism.  
In its ten years, the Laois Arthouse has proved to be exemplary 
in this and many other ways. Its projects and events have 
drawn its audience into engagement not just with the arts  
in a general sense (tilted more towards being consumers, 
say) but with the arts as relevant and immediate to the 
comprehension and concerns, the aspirations and the lives  
of the members of that audience.
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Prior to the establishment of the Laois Arthouse, Muireann 
Ní Chonaill, as Laois Arts O!cer, had relevant experience 
in projects that managed to reach into the community in 
exciting and innovative ways. In the early 2000s, as artist 
in residence, actor and storyteller Nuala Hayes was charged 
with researching the county’s oral folklore. It’s possible she 
didn’t quite know the extent of what she was getting into, 
but her commitment was extraordinary, extending well 
beyond the nominal time frame of her residency,  
as she gathered a formidable archive of stories. Her 
collection became the basis for a six-part RTÉ Radio  
series and more recently, under the auspices of the Laois 
Arthouse, an ambitious publication, Laois Folk Tales, with  
a set of commissioned illustrations by artist Rita Du"y.

The project brings to mind another comparable, 
complementary residency, Vera McEvoy’s formidable  
Absens Prezens, which took a di"erent, equally painstaking 
tack and involved the establishment of a community arts 
group, Cultúrbug. Over the course of a year, McEvoy worked 
closely with members of the group in developing individual 
bodies of work, and generating two substantial exhibitions 
within the year, at the Laois Arthouse Gallery. It was 
especially interesting that McEvoy’s involvement entailed  
an expansive exploration of what might be possible in terms 
of media, techniques and thinking: a compressed course  
in art making and a bold and challenging example of 
deliberate practice if ever there was one, enthusiastically 
embraced by the participants.

Space and time have always been central to the production 
of art. In A Room of One’s Own, Virginia Woolf famously made 
the case for such a room as one of two basic requirements 
for women who write—money was the other, which plausibly 
translates into time. That has not changed. 

On a practical level, the Laois Arthouse has provided a 
gallery, studios, working spaces (and living spaces), from the 
beginning. The Laois Arthouse also houses another priceless 
resource, a public library, in addition to a kiln and, not to be 
underestimated, a garden. With the establishment of artist 
facilities, to make and show work, came interest from local 
artists and the formation of Laois Arthouse Collective. This 
collective of professional Laois artists, who collected around 
the Laois Arthouse, now meet and exhibit regularly across the 
county. Their recent exhibitions include: Collective Thoughts at 
Dunamaise Arts Centre and Fadó Faces, Laois County Council 
Plaza (2021). 

While it has methodically set about bridging the boundaries 
between the categories of artist and audience, it has never  
done so in a patronising way, by simply invoking that bland 
notion of self-expression, for example. Rather, as with 
McEvoy’s residency, it has consistently invited participants  
to observe and to work on a level with skilled practitioners,  
to experience the nuts and bolts of process, demystifying 
without nullifying the magic that is ultimately part of the 
artistic process.
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One notably ambitious project was Nick Miller’s residency 
and exhibition, Sitting. The crux of Miller’s work is the act 
of paying attention. His portraits, figure studies, still lives 
and landscapes all depend on his unerring concentration 
on and fidelity to what is in front of him. During his intense 
residency at the Laois Arthouse—which he described, 
reasonably, as putting himself in a “pressured situation”— 
he made watercolour portraits of some 36 subjects, as well 
as two oils (of sculptor Cathy Carman and poet Pat Boran). 
To sit for a portrait is to learn that it is not, as you might 
expect it to be, a passive occupation. You are consciously 
present to an unusual degree, and Miller taps into this 
state of enhanced consciousness. Nor does he hide behind 
slickness of technique or formulaic mannerisms. There is  
an unadorned honesty to his painting that is exceptional. 
And perhaps revealing; he doesn’t do bland flattery.

Looking outwards, Jock Nichol’s residency provided another 
kind of immersive experience for participants. Nichol is 
a plein air painter: he paints on location, in the open air 
landscape, close to the elements, overnighting in a tent 
on occasion. He favours what one might term everyday 
landscapes, often the kind of terrain that would not  
attract a second glance, rather than conventionally 
picturesque views. The participating painters enjoyed  
a week working outdoors in the Stradbally Hall Estate 
with him. In a sense, the experience was about localising, 
bringing home, the idea of the landscape, relocating it from 
an art historical domain to the immediate environment,  
an exceptionally enriching process.

Mary Burke did just that for interiors rather than exteriors 
in her project Townscape. While still at art college, Burke 
happened on the subject matter that has been her major 
preoccupation since: the suburbs. Largely eschewed in the 
fine art hierarchy, the suburbs formed her own environment 
growing up, as they do for a huge proportion of the population. 
For Townscape she looked for participants who would invite her 
into their homes in Stradbally. Houses are in a way portraits 
of the people who inhabit them and shape their interiors, 
portraits in absentia, intriguingly, and Burke’s realist studies 
are absolutely meticulous accounts of spaces and objects—
whole atmospheres—in the absence of the individuals who  
live in and among them, uncannily indicative of the character 
and personalities of the inhabitants.

In bringing the best of contemporary arts practice to Stradbally 
and locating the creation of contemporary art in the heart of 
the community, Laois County Council, through its stewardship 
of the Laois Arthouse, has clearly demonstrated that a centre  
of excellence need not necessarily be sited in one of a few  
large cities. More, it has indicated the potential of the arts  
as an invaluable resource, a powerful lever to apply in 
addressing the whole range of sometimes bewildering 
contemporary experience, both real and virtual.
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The Window Seat
by Pat Boran

Our old computer motherboard, covered in dust,  
looks like a city block in the holocaust

of civil war, without tanks or troops,
the buildings abandoned, the schools and shops

ghosts of themselves. Just last night,
baking bread, I saw instead the same pale light

in a landscape of flour, and struggled to sleep
as small mounds of dough became bodies under sheets.

I’ve tried classic books, but the words refuse  
to make sense of the endless senseless news.

So, these mornings, this window seat  
is where I find myself, nursing hot tea

and staring into space. Helpless at first  
against doubt, the dark, the hurt,

I o"er a blank canvas to the blaze
of streaming photons that flood these troubling days,

then watch till something moves in the dust and smoke,  
and reach for that. In trust. In gratitude. In hope.
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Adrienne Symes
Canvas to the Blaze, 2021
Oil on canvas 
30 x 30 cm
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Aileen Conroy 
Hope, 2021
Gouache and pencil on canvas 
30 x 30 cm
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Aileen Donovan
Rewind the Film, 2021
Acrylic, glue, pearl pen and bitumen  
on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



28

Aishling Hennessy
An Spás, 2021
Acrylic & watercolour on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



30

Alice Maher
Flood, 2021 
Acrylic, charcoal dust and oil on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



32

Anjet van Linge
What is Whole?, 2021 
Chips gathered from carving in Threecastles 
blue limestone, glue on linen
30 x 30 cm



34

Antoinette Breen
Stalking, 2021 
Acrylic on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



36

Bernadette Madden
Looking Out, 2021 
Cold wax resist on linen 
30 x 30 cm
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Brendon Deacy
Watching in Hope, 2021 
Acrylic on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



40

Caroline Keane
Luach Saothair, 2021 
Watercolour on canvas 
30 x 30 cm
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Catherine Brennan
Captive of a Solitary Mind, 2021 
Acrylic, copper leaf, chicken wire, spray 
paint, paper and various media on canvas
30 x 30 cm



44

Cathy Callan
Rock of Dunamaise, First painting study, 2021 
Acrylic & household paint!on linen canvas
30 x 30 cm



46

Cathy Carman
The Blaze of Streaming Protons that Flood 
these Troubling Days…, 2021
Acrylic paint and pigment on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



48

Cathy Whelan
The Long Spell, 2021 
Acrylic paint and paper on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



50

Christy Moran 
View from a Window, 2021 
Mixed media on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



52

Darina Meagher
A Response, 2021 
Oil on canvas 
30 x 30 cm
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Dorothee Kölle 
Photons that Flood these Troubling Days, 2021 
Gouache, egg tempera, pencil  
and pen on canvas
30 x 30 cm



56

Eileen McDonagh 
The Window Seat, 2021 
Kilkenny limestone
30 x 15 x 15 cm approx.
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Eoin O’Conaill 
Clematis Vitalba, 2021 
Archival inkjet print on aluminium
30 x 30 cm



60

Genevieve Murphy
Universe Ablaze With Hope, 2021 
Acrylic on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



62

Helena Malone
In Hope, 2021 
Acrylic and watercolour on canvas  
with recycled solid silver, hand forged  
and soldered, "xed with freshwater pearls 
30 x 30 cm



64

James Hayes
Faith, 2021 
Cast bronze and wood  
26 x 12 x 12 cm approx.
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Jerry Cahir
Window of Enlightenment, 2021 
Mixed media on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



70

Jock Nichol
Monte Cuscino, 2021 
Acrylic on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



72

John Keating
And Staring into Space, 2021 
Acrylic on panel on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



74

Karen Hendy
Liminal, 2021 
Mixed media, peat, slate, burnt paper, 
Japanese paper, gesso and gold leaf  
on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



76

Kate Deegan
Our House, 2021 
Acrylic on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



78

Kate Knowles
Staring into Space, 2021 
Oil on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



80

Kay Murphy 
Tae ar Maidin, 2021 
Acrylic on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



82

Kevin McCann
‘Twas tragic’, 2021 
Oil on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



84

Lelia Henry
Night Window, 2021 
Charcoal and wash on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



86

Lisa Fingleton 
How to Move Beyond Solastalgia?, 2021
Ink on paper, on recycled exhibition  
cardboard packaging on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



88

Lorriane Walsh
Mumble, 2021 
Oil on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



90

Lucy Deegan
Watch/Reach, 2021 
Acrylic and chalk on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



92

Maria McGarry
The Window Seat, 2021 
Mixed media: felted merino wool,  
on Thai kozo and mulberry paper,  
painted with watercolour pastels 
30 x 30 cm



94

Maria O’Brien
Self Portrait with Newborn, 2021 
Watercolour and pastel on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



96

Mary Slevin
Bread & Jam, 2021 
Oil on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



98

Martin Gale
Tea at the Window, 2021 
Oil on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



100

Mary Burke
Motherboard City, 2021 
Oil pastels on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



102

Mary Dillon
Heart Door—Rosa canina, Dog Rose, 2021 
Watercolour on hot pressed paper—with 
acid free transparent paper and dried rose 
30 x 30 cm



104

Mike Rafter 
Pipe Dreams, 2021 
Oil on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



106

Monica de Bath
Fo-iarsmaí/Side Effects, 2021 
Gesso, acrylic and pencil on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



108

Monica O’Meara
And Reach For That, 2021 
Porcelain, stoneware with glaze
30 x 30 cm



110

Nick Miller
Blank canvas to the blaze 
(PH painting, study 2021)
Oil pastel on paper mounted on linen canvas
30 x 30 cm



112

Nuala O’Sullivan
All Fall Down, 2021 
Oil on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



114

Padraig Robinson 
Photographic still from the digital "lm  
Five Short Stories on Fire, 2020. 25 mins 
Image courtesy the artist.

Featuring Anne von Keller (The Novelist), Francesco Vellei 
(The Wanderer), and Stephen J. Pyne (Himself). Assistant 
Direction by Jessica Kelly, original Score by Paul Koechling, 
production by Rob Smith and Matthew de Kersaint 
Giraudeau. 

Commissioned by Flat Time House,  
London, 2020.
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Pádraig!Ó’Flannabhra 
Ag Stánadh Roimhe, Staring into Space, 
Against Doubt, the Dark, the Hurt, 2021
Hand printed photograph on canvas wrap 
30 x 30 cm



118

Pat Guilfoyle
Isolation, 2021
Mixed media, photography and face  
mask on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



120

Patrick Fitzpatrick
Bioluminescence I, 2021 
Mixed media with earth, #owers, 
photography and debris on canvas
30 x 30 cm



122

Patricia Hurl
Then Watch till Something Moves in the Dust 
and Smoke and Reach for that in Trust,  
in Gratitude, in Hope, 2021 
Oil on board 
30 x 30 cm



124

Pauline Conroy
Self Portrait, 2021 
Acrylic and oil pastel on canvas
30 x 30 cm



126

Ray Murphy
This Window Seat, 2021 
Oil on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



128

Rennie Buenting
COP26, A Ray of Hope, 2021 
Mixed media sculpture with copper wire 
30 x 30 x 30 cm



130

Rita Du"y
Still from The Anatomy of Hope, 2020 
Animation "lm featuring drawings by Duffy 
and original music by Rory Pierce (dedicated 
to the late Art O’Briain)
2 mins 17sec. 

Produced as part of the artist’s Visiting Artist Fellowship at 
Trinity College, Dublin, 2020. Film still courtesy the artist. 
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Rosemarie Langtry
Emergence, 2021 
Oil and wax on paper on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



134

Sarah Delany
The Walk, 2021  
Oil on canvas  
30 x 30 cm



136

Simon Carman
They All Look the Same  
on the Butcher’s Floor, 2021 
Mixed media, high relief plaster and paint 
30 x 30 cm



138

Siobhan Keogh
Till Something Moves in the Dust  
and Smoke, 2021 
Handloomed tapestry in cotton 
30 x 30 cm



140

Stefanie Brüening
Focus Shift, 2021 
Zinc embossed and polished 
30 x 30 cm



142

Steve Shaheen
Duskdreaming, 2021
Casein, dye-sub print, Kilkenny  
limestone and wood on canvas
30 x 30 cm



144

Therry Rudin
So, These Mornings, this Window Seat is 
Where I Find Myself, Nursing Hot Tea, 2021 
Photograph on aluminium 
30 x 30 cm



146

Una Sealy
Black Tea with Hope, 2021 
Oil on canvas 
30 x 30 cm



148

Vera McEvoy
Seizing the Light, 2021 
Fused glass (kiln "red) with copper  
wire on canvas 
30 x 30 cm
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About the Artists

Adrienne Symes www.adriennesymes.com
Adrienne was born in Dublin and has lived in Co. Kildare 
and now Co. Laois. She is a graduate of NCAD and Trinity 
College, Dublin. She was head of art in the King’s Hospital. 
Her botanical work was reproduced on china, fabrics and 
notelets for Sybil Connolly while her architectural paintings 
were reproduced on table mats. She won first prize for 
Fabric Printing in the RDS craft competition. Adrienne  
has been a member of the Graphic Studio, Dublin for  
over 30 years. She works in a variety of mediums: oil 
painting, watercolour, drawing, etching and sculpture.  
As well as exhibiting her work in Ireland, it has also  
been exhibited in many countries including France,  
Italy, Bulgaria and China. Her work is in many public 
collections including the OPW; Plan International, 
(London); Institute of Technology, Carlow; Blackrock  
Clinic; INTO Frank Buckley Loan Collection; The Hunt 
Museum; St James’ Hospital, Dublin and many private 
collections worldwide. She is a former board member  
of the Graphic Studio and former Council member of  
the Contemporary Irish Art Society (Honorary Treasurer). 

Aileen Conroy @aileenconroyartist
Aileen, from Durrow, Co. Laois, graduated from the Centre 
for Creative Arts and Media, GMIT, with an honours degree 
in Fine Art in 2012. Although she predominantly works in 
paint, she credits drawing, photography and printmaking as 

A–B

important elements in her practice. She has exhibited  
at the RDS Student Art Awards in 2012 and at Tulca in 2014. 
In 2017 Aileen was selected to take part in the artist residency 
programme at GMIT, Galway. 

Aileen Donovan www.aileen.ie
I am a visual artist based in Portlaoise and a member of the 
Arthouse Collective. I have taken part in group exhibitions  
with the Collective for Culture Night 2020 and Collective 
Thoughts in Dunamaise Arts Centre 2021. Recent solo 
exhibitions in Laois, include: one at Cafe Latte, Dunamaise  
Arts Centre and Abbeyleix Library. I have also exhibited online 
with Birr Vintage Week 2020 and in the group exhibition A Year  
of Magical Thinking at Dunamaise Arts Centre in January 2021. 
I work with acrylic, oils and mixed media and regularly draw 
with a glue gun building up the painting from there.  

Aishling Hennessy @aishlinghennessyartist
Aishling is an Abstract Expressionist Painter and Digital Artist 
from County Laois, Ireland. Her work blends dreamlike washes 
with organic forms and gestured mark making to explore  
the seen and unseen. Her work is inspired by her emotions,  
the ethereal and the Earth in an attempt to explore her 
curiosity with the layering and contrasts within life. Aishling  
is fascinated with the human mind and how we absorb the 
world around us to create our own reality. With an interest  
in what we think we see/are/feel, can only truly be realised  
by contrasts. Each piece links to her own perception of her 
inner and outer world and attempts to capture the never-
ending quest for enlightenment. Graduating with BA (Honors) 
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in Fine Art from The Centre for Creative Arts and Media, 
Galway in 2004 specializing in Paint. Aishling went on 
to complete her Higher Diploma in Art for Art, Craft and 
Design Teachers from Crawford College of Art and Design, 
Cork in 2007. Aishling has exhibited her work in solo 
exhibitions and many group shows throughout Ireland  
over the past decade. She has been commissioned by  
many private collectors in Ireland and abroad. 

Alice!Maher @maher.alice
Alice’s work touches on a wide range of subjects often 
reprising, challenging and expanding mythic and vernacular 
narratives. Her artistic practice spans painting, sculpture, 
photography, drawing, animation and video. Animated films 
expand on a lifelong devotion to the practice of drawing. 
Her first major solo show was at the Douglas Hyde Gallery 
in 1994. That same year she represented Ireland at the Sao 
Paolo Biennale. She was elected to Aosdána in 1996. In 2012 
the Irish Museum of Modern Art presented a retrospective 
of the artist’s 30 year practice. Becoming included many 
iconic works as well as a newly commissioned two 
screen film, Cassandra’s Necklace. In 2013 she was granted 
an Honorary Doctorate in Fine Art from the National 
University of Ireland. Her work can be seen in many 
international collections including The Neuberger  
Museum, The Hammond Museum, Museum of Fine Arts 
Boston, MOMA, The Irish Museum of Modern Art, the 
British Museum and the Georges Pompidou Centre Paris.

A–B Anjet!van Linge www.anjetvanlinge.nl
‘This is spiritual minimalism’, that’s what English sculptor 
Richard Perry said when he saw my work. I gratefully adopted 
his words. My work explores the questions that life and living  
raise. Where do I belong? Does hope have a shadow? What  
is the importance of solitude? Does my name determine who 
I am? Often the question is the starting point, sometimes 
the material asks simply for me to work it, and in the process 
the meaning emerges. I mainly use hand tools: hammer, 
mallet, chisel, gouge. My material took its time to form and 
so I work at a pace that invites noticing and attention. The 
physical contact between chisel and stone, gouge and wood, 
the destruction that is needed to create, the irrevocability of 
each blow and the writing that the chisel creates are part of the 
process and essential for my work. The sculpture that emerges 
slowly invites me time and again to not know, to be still and 
watch, to see what is already present. Adriaan Seelen and 
Gerard van Rooij taught me the art and craft of this work.  
My mother taught me to notice the beauty in the small. 

Antoinette!Breen @antoinettebreen
I am a visual artist based in Co. Laois. I like to paint  
the surrounding landscape and its subtle changes of  
light through each season. My inspiration comes from  
our shamanic#connection with nature as humans. Through 
portraiture, the act of engaging with the paint and the sitter 
inspire me. However I return to painting still life and flowers  
as my happy place as I am an avid gardener. 
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Bernadette Madden www.bernadettemadden.ie
Bernadette was born in Dublin and graduated from  
the National College of Art and Design, where she  
studied painting. She works through the medium of screen 
printing on paper and batik on linen. She had her first solo  
show in Dublin and has continued to exhibit regularly 
throughout Ireland as well as abroad. Countries in which 
she has had solo exhibitions include the United States 
of America, Norway, Australia, Germany and the United 
Kingdom. She is represented in numerous private and  
public collections, including Aer Lingus, the Arts Council,  
the Ulster Museum, the National Self Portrait Collection, 
the O!ce of Public Works, Electric Ireland and the county 
collections of Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown, Laois and Louth. 
She served a three year term on the Board of the National 
College of Art and Design, and two three year terms on  
the Cultural Relations Committee of the Department  
of Art, Sports and Tourism. Awards include the Macauley 
Fellowship, awarded by the Arts Council and a Dept. of 
Foreign A"airs grant. Her work is included in a number  
of publications and catalogues, and she is one of 200 artists 
listed in the book Dictionary of Living Irish Artists by Robert 
O’Byrne. Madden works from her studio in Dublin city. 

Brendon!Deacy www.brendondeacy.com
Brendon’s paintings, prints, drawings and photographs 
are inspired by the human e"ects of culture, history and 
politics, and have been exhibited in nineteen solo shows. 
His work is held in notable public and private collections 
in Australia, Europe, the UK and the USA. He has received 

A–B numerous awards, including Culture Ireland’s Ireland 2016 
Centenary Programme Award, The Laois 2016 Community 
Commemoration Award and The Thomas Dammann Trust 
Prize. In 1999 he represented Ireland at the international print 
exhibition Linoleum in 20th Century Art in Amsterdam. He has 
published two critically acclaimed ‘artist’s books’: The State 
We’re Out which recounts the story of his father’s emigration 
from Ireland in 1951; and A Life in Relief which tells the 
remarkable story of Michael Davitt, one of the foremost  
Irish figures of the Nineteenth Century. His commissioned 
work has dealt with art, commerce, education, TV and 
publishing in print, on screen and in the public realm. 

Caroline Keane www.artclasseswithcarolinekeane.ie
Caroline is an artist originally from Co. Laois and current  
artist in residence at the Laois Arthouse, 2021. Caroline 
obtained a Bachelor Honours Degree in Fine Art from the 
Limerick School of Art & Design. She studied the field of 
Fine Art through the area of Sculpture and Combined media.# 
Caroline holds a Master’s in Education Studies of Visual 
Arts from Marino Institute of Education, where her research 
concentrated on examining quality primary visual art education 
from an artist’s perspective.#  

Catherine Brennan @ccbrennan1
I am a Laois based visual artist and a member of the Laois 
Arthouse Collective. During lockdown I had the time and space 
to develop my practice to include writing and photography. 
Recent solo exhibitions include Abbeyleix Library and a mini 
in Dunamaise café space, 2020. I co-curated the Culture Night 

C–H
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exhibition at the Laois Arthouse and Collective Thoughts 
exhibition in Dunamaise, 2020. I have exhibited at Hambly 
and Hambly in Fermanagh as part of the Enlightened Winners 
Exhibition, work created in response to the previous winners. 
I have had work in publications in Ireland and abroad.  
My work is emotion based, I like to consider all sides of  
a conversation and create the resolution. I work a lot in 
mixed media now as a means of visual expression. 

Cathy Callan www.cathycallan.com
I was born and live in the neighbouring countryside,  
close to the waterways in Athy, Co. Kildare. Passionate  
about drawing and painting, inspired by the natural world 
and traditional oil-painting techniques, intuitively exploring 
subjects and themes of personal interest I work mostly but 
not exclusively in oil and watercolour. Tutoring drawing 
and painting, I have also worked with live music and film. 
In summertime I like to paint directly from life outdoors 
returning to my studio for more detailed and precise work  
in the darker days of winter. 

Cathy Carman#www.cathycarman.com
Cathy was born in Portlaoise, Co. Laois.# She studied at 
NCAD, Dublin and Dun Laoghaire Institute of Art, Design 
& Technology, where she was able to explore her interest 
in sculpture and the human form. Cathy spent her twenties 
in Dublin working from her first studio in Henrietta Street 
and in 1984 she joined Temple Bar Studios. She now works 
from a studio near Drumshanbo on the shores of Lough 
Allen.# Her first solo show in 1984 was at Project Arts 

C–H Centre, Dublin.# An exhibition in which#she presented large 
roughly hewn figures formed and carved from logs and beams 
and where, for the first time,#the human form emerged as the 
central focus. These works were to lay the foundation for her 
lifelong fascination with the female form as a vector to express 
notions of love, belonging, solitude and joy.# She is widely 
acknowledged for her inventive use of the human form in 
various materials; wood; bronze; ceramics; digital media  
and found objects. More recently, after studying traditional 
icon technique in Warsaw Academy of Fine Art and 
Conservation, she began incorporating that process into  
her artistic vocabulary notably in the exhibition Trans-
formation, Hamilton Gallery 2019. In the book Sculpture 
1600–2000, Royal Irish Academy/Yale University Press,  
Myles Campbell described her as ‘Consistently producing vital, 
profound and compelling sculpture, Carman draws on a well  
of inspiration that runs as deep into the Irish landscape as it 
does into her inner self ’. She is a member of Aosdána.

Cathy Whelan 
Cathy is a Ceramic Artist and Educator. A graduate of the 
National College of Art and Design, Cathy’s practice explores 
behaviour and emotion. Her inspiration stems from areas  
of mental health and the natural world. Cathy’s work has  
been exhibited as part of a group show in Gallery Zozimus, 
Dublin and as part of a collaborative exhibition in NCAD. 

Christy Moran is a native of Stradbally, Co. Laois and an active 
member of the Stradbally Active Retirement Group of painters. 
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Darina!Meagher www.darinameagher.com
Darina spent many years working in the area of  
design and visual communication. A deep interest in 
the hand-made has led her to contemporary painting.  
She completed a Masters in Fine Art Painting at the  
NCAD, Dublin in 2014. Meagher was winner of the Peter 
O’Kane Solo Exhibition award at the RDS Student Awards. 
Meagher has held a residency at the RHA and was awarded 
a residency at the Laois Arthouse, through the Dunamaise 
Arts Centre, Annual Open Submission, exhibition. She has 
exhibited extensively and has just recently been awarded  
a Creative Ireland Bursary.

Dorothee Kölle www.dorotheekolle.com
Born in Germany I moved to the Northwest of Ireland  
in 1990. My primary practice between 1990 and 2001  
had been in sculpture using wood and stone. In 2005  
I graduated with a BA Hons in Fine Art, Painting from  
Sligo IT. Since 1991 I have exhibited in numerous curated 
and invited group shows with solo shows in 2007, 2009, 
2011, 2016 and 2019. I have been awarded several residencies 
including: 2005 Tyrone Guthrie Centre, 2006 LSC 
Manorhamilton, 2013/14 Visual Arts Residency Sligo  
and 2020 St. John’s Residency Sligo. Alongside my artistic 
studio practice I have facilitated creative, participatory 
workshops, in various group settings since 2006.

Eileen McDonagh www.eileenmacdonagh.com
MacDonagh was born in Co. Sligo and has worked as a 
sculptor since the early 1980s. Her work has featured in 

C–H many exhibitions, in Ireland and abroad, including  
Portugal, Scotland, India and Japan. Eileen has organised  
and participated in many symposia, in Ireland and abroad.  
Her work is included in numerous collections, such as: the 
OPW; Lough Boora Sculpture in the Parklands, O"aly;  
Kilkenny and Cork Co. Councils; Marlay Park, Dublin and 
Tawara Newtown, Osaka, Japan. McDonagh works mainly 
in stone to produce large scale sculptures. Due to the scale 
of her work, she has tended to concentrate on Public Art 
Commissions although she has also exhibited in the context 
of gallery exhibitions. She received a Diploma in Sculpture at 
the School of Art, Regional Technical College, Sligo, Ireland 
(1974–79) and an Art Teachers Certificate from the Limerick 
School of Art & Design (1979–80). MacDonagh’s first solo 
exhibition in 1992, Truss, showed large scale works made 
from both wood and stone. MacDonagh is deeply influenced 
by books such as Robert Lawlor’s Sacred Geometry and Fritjof 
Kapra’s The Tao of Physics in which formal patterns are linked 
to ideas, religions and to the physical make-up of the universe. 
She has investigated the colour, texture and density of granite 
and limestone. In recent years she has undertaken large scale 
public works in stainless steel—The Medusa Tree (2009) for 
VISUAL, Centre for Contemporary Art, Carlow and—The 
Tallaght Cross (2008).

Eoin O’Conaill www.eoinoconaill.com
Eoin is a Cork based artist, commercial photographer 
and lecturer and holds an MFA in Photography, a BA in 
Documentary Photography and is currently completing a PG 
Diploma in Education. He has been the recipient of numerous 
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awards, funding and residencies including: Cork County 
Council Artist Bursary; Culture Ireland Travel Bursary; 
Belmont Mills Artist Residency; Arts Council funding and 
he was the winner of the Gallery of Photography Artist 
Award (2009). His work has also been nominated for 
the Foam/Paul Huf Photo Award and Prix Pictet Award. 
Selected exhibitions include: Gallery of Photography (Solo); 
Crawford Gallery of Art (Cork Photo, Solo); EVA, Limerick 
City Gallery of Art (Group); the Laois Arthouse (Group); 
Grid Festival (Amsterdam, Solo); Xuhui Art Museum, 
Shanghai, China (Postcards from Celtic Tiger, Group);  
Belfast Photo Festival (Solo); West Cork Arts Centre 
(Solo) and the Hunt Museum, Limerick (Group). He has 
also contributed to publications and media such as: the 
New York Times; the Financial Times; the BBC; RTE and 
Le Monde. He has completed work for many national and 
international commercial and fashion clients. 

Genevieve Murphy @genevieve.m_art
I am a self-taught artist based in Co. O"aly. I attended art 
college as a mature student in recent years, mostly for my 
own sense of achievement. As part of my ongoing education 
and exploration into the world of art and creativity I am  
very grateful to the Laois Arthouse for the opportunities 
a"orded to me over the past number of years. To the 
wonderful tutors sharing their skills and knowledge and  
also to the brilliant sta" for all their great assistance. As  
a former florist and educator I’m delighted to expand my 
own horizons into this wonderful and vast world. In the  
past I expressed creativity and narrative through flowers  
and nature now I’m so happy to explore beyond those 

C–H mediums and play on the words and meaning of the wonderful 
poetry of Pat Boran through brush, paint and stroke. 

Helena Malone www.helenamalone.ie
When I started out in life I was not entirely sure what I  
wanted to do or be, I loved creating, but my medium was 
through words and photography. I studied French and English 
literature and worked in financial businesses but like everyone 
wanted to explore. I ended up carving jade in New Zealand, 
unaware that my tired happy hands had sparked something that 
would change my life. Led by my heart and#instincts I changed 
direction, and in 2005, started to study traditional jewellery 
making.# My inspiration comes from what brings happiness  
and positivity: crashing waves; balance in nature; ordinary 
wonder; the challenges and science in making; intuition; my 
patrons’ stories and the lives they want to mark and cherish. 

James Hayes @art.james.hayes
James is an established sculptor proficient in a wide range 
of traditional and new media skills, ranging from authentic 
Bronze Age metal casting to complex 3D computer modelling 
and image manipulation. He has been commissioned for site 
specific public, corporate and private sculpture regularly  
since 1995, and has exhibited extensively in Ireland and  
North America. James has been a professional member  
of Visual Artists Ireland since 1993 (formerly Sculptors’ 
Society of Ireland). James has organised and run six ‘Umha 
Aois’ experimental bronze casting symposia, and is an active 
participant on the Umha Aois projects since 1996.# James 
trained in traditional visual arts and sculpture skills in Toronto, 
Canada. He has since extended his skill base with a Bachelor 

J–L
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of Arts from Dun Laoghaire Institute of Art, Design and 
Technology, and a Master of Science in Multimedia Skills 
from Trinity College, Dublin

Jen Donnery www.jendonnery.com
Jen is a practicing visual artist based in Laois, Ireland.  
A graduate of the National College of Art & Design, her 
2020 solo show Mater Materia took place at the Dunamaise 
Arts Centre, and she was shortlisted for the DCCI Future 
Makers Awards in the same year. Her drawings, paintings 
and ceramic sculptures engage with themes of maternity, 
femininity, and the capacity of a woman’s body to produce 
and nurture human life. Life drawing is at the core of her 
practice, and she continues to explore gesture and the 
human figure as a narrative device in her work. Recently, 
Donnery’s work has been selected for the 191st RHA  
Annual Exhibition. She is a 2021 recipient of the Tyrone 
Guthrie Centre Bursary, awarded by Laois County Council. 
Other selected exhibitions include Ceramics Ireland Selected 
Members Exhibition, 2019 & 2021 at Rathfarnham Castle, 
Dublin, and Sculpture in Context, 2019, 2020 & 2021  
in the National Botanic Gardens. In 2017, she was  
awarded a residency at the Laois Arthouse for her work  
in the Dunamaise Open Submission Exhibition. In 2019, 
Donnery established the Laois Arthouse Collective,  
an initiative to connect emerging and professional 
 Laois artists with fellow creatives. 

Jerry!Cahir www.jerrycahir.com
Jerry, born in Ennis Co. Clare, now lives and works in 
Roscrea, Co. Tipperary. His artistic career began in 1995 

J–L when, following retirement from a career in banking, he was 
able to focus on his neglected artistic streak. Jerry is inspired 
by that which surrounds him, he uses the landscape and his 
own experiences as muses for his work. He began working  
in sculpture using: Bog Oak, Yew, Pine, Deal, Elm, and  
Sweet Chestnut as well as stone such as marble and  
limestone. He also uses paint, drawing and mixed media  
to convey his reactions to the environment. He is mainly  
self-taught, but always eager to learn more.# 

Jock Nichol 
Jock attended Edinburgh College of Art 1980-85, gaining  
a BA Hons and Post Graduate Diploma in Drawing & Painting. 
Since moving to Ireland in 1991 his work has been informed  
by the natural environment, particularly the marginal spaces  
of forestry and bog. He spends as much time as possible 
working on location and experiencing the landscape in  
order to achieve a direct and intuitive response through 
drawing and paint media. Having exhibited throughout Ireland 
his work is included in several public and private collections. 
He has completed several residencies and facilitated many 
workshops for a wide range of groups as well as being involved 
in the adult education sector through Laois O"aly E.T.B.

John!Keating www.johnkeating-art.com
John Keating was born in Tipperary. He studied at: Crawford 
College of Art, Cork; Trinity College Dublin; Loughborough 
University and The Arts Students League of New York, where 
he attended as a Fulbright Scholar. Keating has exhibited 
nationally and internationally including exhibitions in the 
U.S.A., Italy, Spain, Greece, Monaco and China. His work is 
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included in private and public collections in Ireland,  
the U.S.A., Australia, Italy, Greece and England. Keating  
has guest lectured and tutored on the drawing studies 
course at the National Gallery of Ireland, National College 
of Art and Design, Dublin Institute of Technology and  
at the University of Pittsburgh, U.S.A. 

Karen!Hendy www.karenhendyartist.com
I am a visual artist who uses multidisciplinary 
methodologies. My background has been in print and 
typography but more lately in painting and installation-
based work, sometimes working collaboratively. Recent  
solo exhibitions include: Skibbereen Arts Festival 2019; 
Ballinglen Arts Foundation 2015 and Dunamaise Arts  
Centre 2013. I have been selected for: Kerry Artists’ 
Showcase in 2017; Boyle Arts Festival 2017; RUA 2016;  
VUE/RHA 2015; Nearshore, Uillinn: West Cork Arts  
Centre 2015; EVA International 2010 and Éigse 2008.  
Recent residencies awarded include: Vermont Studio  
Centre US 2019; Tyrone Guthrie Residency Awards, Kerry 
Co. Council and Cork Co. Council 2017/2018. Collaborative 
projects including: Stage design for Siamsa Tire 2021/2019; 
the Amergin Poetry Festival 2019/2018 along with 
community-based projects, in the United Kingdom 2015  
and Ireland 2019, for several public commissions. While 
I was Artist in Residence, at The National Folk Theatre 
of Ireland, I collaborated with performers resulting in 
installation based work, artists talks and workshops for 
Culture night 2018/2017. In 2013 I was Artist in Residence 
with Laois County Council facilitating community 

J–L based workshops along with a recycling project specially 
commissioned by The Electric Picnic Music Festival. I am 
currently working with the performers of The National Folk 
Theatre of Ireland and photographer John Minihan on a project 
funded by the Arts Council 2021. I was awarded a Fellowship by 
the Ballinglen Arts Foundation in 2015. 

Kate Deegan @warmcans
Born in 1998, I am an artist and animator from The Heath,  
Co. Laois. I graduated from Limerick School of Art & Design  
in November 2021 with a degree in Animation & Motion 
Design. My 2D-animated short film for my Final Year project, 
Where Else? centres around three friends who set o" together 
after finding out the local dance is full up. I took part in the 
Fadó Faces exhibition during the summer, and Re:Centring Laois, 
in Stradbally. My work as part of the Leave A Light On trail, an 
initiative to promote mental health, is on display at Anthem 
Music, among others at local businesses in Portlaoise. My 
work includes digital, traditional acrylic on canvas and mixed 
media, and can be found on Facebook and Instagram. ‘Lisa On 
Ice’ is my favourite episode of The Simpsons, and my favourite 
animated film is Pixar’s Cars. 

Kate Knowles www.kateknowlesartist.com
I am predominantly an oil painter and recently a full time 
artist. The nature of things is my inspiration. This includes 
people, places and animals as a means of expression of my 
curiosity. I started painting with intent in 2015 and  
the dream of a productive, fulfilling creative life became  
a goal. I continue in that endeavour with further education. 
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I am currently participating in Advanced Art, Level 6 at 
Abbeyleix FETC, Co. Laois. My style is impressionist. 

Kay Murphy www.kaymurphyart.com
Kay is a contemporary visual artist based in the  
midlands, Ireland. Inspired by life’s surroundings,  
Kay enjoys painting compositions that create atmosphere 
and meaning. Her preferred medium is acrylic and more  
recently encaustic. In 2014, she graduated with a B.A.  
in Art & Design from GMIT and was awarded a residency  
at Cill Riallaig, Co. Kerry. Kay has exhibited widely in both 
solo and group exhibitions. 

Kevin McCann 
Kevin is a Dublin born artist, based in Ballyfin, Co. Laois. 
Working mainly in oils and also sculpting from clay and 
wood. His main interests are in social commentary and 
portraiture. He says of his work ‘I have been know te pen  
the odd song and a few books. I love playing with words…’ 
He is a member of the Laois Arthouse Collective. 

Lelia Henry www.leliahenry.com
Lelia is an Irish landscape artist based in Co. Westmeath. 
She recently obtained an MA in Art and Process from 
Crawford College of Art, Cork. Her concern for the  
loss of the natural world drives her to create meticulously 
rendered drawings through which she asks us to re-examine 
our connection to the ordinary, everyday aspects of our 
immediate environment. She has won a number of awards 
and bursaries, including: the Thomas Dammann Junior 

J–L Memorial Trust Award; the Arts Council, Agility and Travel  
and Training Awards and the Irish Landscape Artist of the 
Year at the National Open Art Competition, London. She 
has exhibited at the RHA and the RUA, The Society of British 
Marine Artists at the Mall Galleries, London. Her work is held 
in numerous public and private collections, including the 
O!ce of Public Works. 

Lisa Fingleton www.lisafingleton.com
Lisa is an eco-social# artist, writer and organic farmer. Living 
and working on a small organic, social farm near the sea, she 
has spent many years cultivating deep-rooted connections 
between art, food and farming. Her book#The Local Food 
Project#explores the power of growing and eating local food. 
Lisa is concerned about the fact that we are importing so much 
of our food and losing the capacity to be self-su!cient, despite 
what we know about climate change and carbon footprint.  
For the last number of years she has undertaken the ’30 day 
local food challenge’, when she eats only food grown on the 
island of Ireland, for the month of September. She strives to  
‘be the change’ she wishes to see in the world and likes to 
walk the talk, grow the food and integrate life with her studio 
practice. For the last number of years she has been working 
closely with her partner Rena Blake on#The Barna Way, an 
ecological art and biodiversity project on their farm. Last  
year they planted 10,000 native trees on their land

Lorraine!Walsh www.lorrainewalshwork.wordpress.com
Lorraine is a visual artist living and working in County 
Kildare. Current work includes a drawing project supported 
by an Artistic & Creative Bursary for the Kildare Decade of 
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Commemorations 2021. A graduate of NCAD in painting, 
(MFA 2007), (BA 2005), selected curated and juried 
exhibitions have included: Dunamaise Open, Co. Laois, 
curated by Robert Armstrong; Éigse, Carlow, curated 
by Lewis Biggs; 185th RHA Annual Exhibition, Dublin; 
Saibhreas, Laois, curated by Muireann Ní Chonaill; Personal 
Space, Waterford, curated by Róisin Hackett, Put a Lid 
on It, Galway, curated by Siobhán McGibbon & Zulaikha 
Engelbrecht; Mainland, London, curated by G126 and the 
Crawford Open, Cork curated by Frances Morris & Enrique 
Juncosa. Other work includes socially engaged & public art 
projects, in animation, drawing and painting through several 
residencies and commissions awarded in Kildare and Laois.
 
Lucy Deegan @lucylovesdrawing
Born in 1999, I am currently studying History and Political 
Science in Trinity College Dublin. Aside from my studies, 
I’m a freelance portrait artist. My preferred medium is 
pencil, although I also work with charcoal, acrylic and 
watercolour. I was the overall winner of the 2017 Texaco 
Children’s Art Competition and represented Ireland at 
the International High School Arts Festival in Japan that 
year. I was Laois Ambassador for Culture Night in 2017, 
during which I was awarded the opportunity to exhibit my 
artwork at the Laois Arthouse, Stradbally. I have previously 
hosted art workshops for children in association with Dún 
Laoghaire-Rathdown County Council. I have also worked 
with TG4, releasing a series of children’s art tutorials 
on the Cúla4, YouTube channel in 2017. In 2018, I was 
commissioned by the Ombudsman for Children’s O!ce 
for Rights in Their Eyes, an exhibition hosted by the RHA, 

J–L Dublin celebrating the 25th anniversary of Ireland’s ratification 
of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child. 
In 2020, I was the recipient of a Research & Creatives Project 
Award, by Laois County Council for my work on a mural 
commissioned by Luggacurren Tidy Towns Committee, 
completed as part of the Laois Youth Volunteer & Young 
Creatives Scheme. I have been busy with art commissions  
over the past eighteen months, which have served as a  
welcome distraction from the current COVID-19 climate. 

Maria McGarry @Maria_mcgarry_textile_art
I am a textile artist and maker based in Co Laois. I have 
completed the Visual Art Certificate in NCAD, Dublin and  
the Art Textile level 8 Special Purpose Award in Crawford 
College of Art, Cork. I work mainly in felt making, thread 
painting, eco-printing and fabric dyeing. My inspiration  
comes from nature and climate change. 

Maria O’Brien www.mariaobrien.ie
I am a professional visual artist working in Co. Tipperary. 
From 2014–2019 I was a resident artist at the Laois Arthouse, 
Stradbally. I paint in oils, acrylic and watercolour. In March  
and April 2021, I exhibited in a two-person exhibition I 
Was There with Jock Nichol at the Dunamaise Arts Centre, 
Portlaoise. My solo exhibitions include: the Laois Arthouse; 
Tipperary County Council; Civic O!ces and Dunamaise Arts 
Centre, Portlaoise; Signal Arts Centre, Co. Wicklow and Excel 
Arts Centre, Co. Tipperary. I have participated in local and 
national group exhibitions such as: Birr Vintage Week and Arts 
Festival; Stradbally Six, Laois Arthouse 2018; Open Submission, 
Visibility and Escape at Dunamaise Arts Centre; Artworks at 
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Éigse, Carlow Arts Festival, Visual Carlow; Boyle Arts 
Festival, King House, Boyle; Cairde Arts Festival, The Model 
Sligo and Íontas, Yeats Memorial Building, Sligo. I was first 
introduced to the Laois Arthouse when I won a generous 
month-long residency through the Dunamaise Arts Centre, 
Open Submission exhibition in 2013 chosen by Noel Kelly  
of Visual Artists Ireland. I have a Masters and a First-Class 
Honours Bachelor of Arts in Fine Art Painting from the 
National College of Art & Design, Dublin. I also have  
a Higher Diploma in Art Education from Limerick School 
of Art, Design & Technology, Limerick. I teach art in the 
Midlands Prison Education Centre, Portlaoise. 

Mary Slevin www.maryslevinartist.com
Art making for me is a process. I want to express what  
I feel and understand and the space I am inhabiting. When 
I activate my five senses, seeing, smelling, touching, hearing 
and tasting if possible, my process begins. Colour is huge  
in my creative process. When I see something, I look at  
the colours, the darks and the light. I am captured by  
these; they stimulate an urge to produce my own image  
of what I see and feel. I need to create as I paint, stitch or 
print. I am led on a journey through colour, freedom, and 
image into the unknown. The result gives me a sense of 
achievement, leading to a realistic warm finished piece. 

Martin Gale www.martingale.ie. 
Martin Gale was born in Worcester, England in 1949 and 
moved to Ireland at an early age. He studied painting and 
drawing at the National College of Art and Design from 
1968–1973 and now lives and works in Co. Kildare. Gale’s 

M–N work focuses on the interaction between the inhabitants of 
contemporary Ireland and the rural landscape, and the shift 
from rural to urban life. His meticulously composed paintings 
often depict isolated figures—both# human and animal— 
that, through the use of a dispassionate, almost clinical# style, 
are strangely dislocated from their surroundings. Likewise, 
buildings sit#uneasily in the landscape, though dilapidated and 
tumbled-down houses hint#towards a reclamation of the rural 
from an attempt to suburbanise the lush#fields and tangled 
hedgerows of the natural order. In 1982, Martin Gale was 
elected a member of Aosdána and in 1996 he became#a member 
of the Royal Hibernian Academy. A former Board member of 
the#National Gallery of Ireland, he represented Ireland at the 
Paris Biennale in 1980 and his paintings have been included 
in several major surveys of contemporary#and 20th century 
Irish art, both nationally and internationally. In 2013, Gale 
was#awarded an Honorary Doctorate in Fine Art from NUI 
Maynooth. His work is#represented in major public collections 
throughout the country, including: The National Gallery of 
Ireland; The Arts Council/An Chomhairle Ealaíon; AIB; Bank 
of Ireland; OPW / State Art Collection; ESB; Irish Museum of 
Modern Art (IMMA); Chester Beatty Library and Crawford Art 
Gallery, Cork.#He is represented by the Taylor Galleries Dublin. 

Mary Burke www.maryburke.ie
Mary Burke studied Fine Art at NCAD graduating in 1982. 
She has been awarded residencies at the Leighton Artists’ 
Colony at the Ban" Centre for the Arts in Canada and a United 
States Information Agency Fellowship to work at the Vermont 
Studio Center, USA. She has received a number of awards 
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including three Arts Council Visual Art Bursaries, a bursary 
from the Elizabeth Greenshields Foundation (Montreal), 
a Golden Fleece Merit Award from the Lillias Mitchell 
Trust and two Professional Development grants from Dun 
Laoghaire-Rathdown County Council. Her work is included 
in many public and corporate collections including: The 
Arts Council; AIB International Financial Services Centre; 
Ulster Bank; KBC Bank; Eircom; Dublin Airport Authority; 
Aer Motive Ireland; South Dublin County Council; Fingal 
County Council; Laois County Council; Limerick City 
Gallery of Art and the O!ce of Public Works. She also 
holds Masters degrees in Anthropology and Digital Media 
Technologies. She collaborated with Laois County Council 
to produce Townscape (Portraits of homes of residents in 
Stradbally) 2015-18. Her most recent solo exhibitions are  
At Home on the Farm was exhibited at the Limerick City 
Gallery of Art in 2021 and Painting the Particular at the  
Laois Arthouse also in 2021. 

Mary Dillon www.marydillonbotanicalart.com
Mary Dillon is an Irish botanical artist. Preferring to 
work in large format, she enjoys capturing the essence 
of a plant with its sensuality and frailty. Colour, light and 
form fascinate her. Mary has a particular fascination with 
botanical art as a personal process for the artist while at 
the same time striving for excellence in her art practice. 
Her work has been exhibited internationally, most recently 
in Italy, Germany, Spain, Austria, the UK and the US. Her 
work was selected for the 16th International Exhibition of 
the Hunt Institute for Botanical Art and Documentation, 
Pittsburgh. Recently Mary received the Anne Marie Carney 

M–N Award for best painting in an inaugural international show 
and the Jean Emmons People’s Choice award at the ASBA 
(American Society of Botanical Artists) exhibition in San 
Francisco, October 2017. She was awarded Gold Medal and  
Best in Show in Botanical and Floral Art at Bloom, Dublin, 
2016, and Gold and Silver Medals at Bloom, 2017. Mary has 
been elected a Fellow Member of the Society of Botanical 
Artists, UK and a member of the Watercolour Society of 
Ireland. She was the founding chairperson of the Irish Society 
of Botanical Art. She is an artist member and tutor with the 
American Society of Botanical Artists and enjoys teaching 
botanical art regularly in Spain, Greece, the U.K, the U.S.  
as well as Ireland. Mary was part of the teaching team at  
the Chelsea School of Botanical Art in London. She finds 
teaching botanical art particularly rewarding as it brings 
together her three passions of watercolour painting, plants  
and working with people. 

Mike Rafter www.mikerafterartist.com
I am an artist living and working in Castletown, Co. Laois.  
I prefer to paint out of doors in oils using traditional methods. 
How we interact with our landscape and the fleeting nuances of 
how people relate to each other intrigues me. I have exhibited 
widely and have work in collections in Ireland and abroad.

Monica de Bath www.monicadebath.wixsite.com/monicadebath
Originally from Clonaslee, Co. Laois, Monica is an award 
winning artist, educator and facilitator whose practice 
incorporates research, drawing, painting, seminars, 
publications and short films. She studied Painting at NCAD  
and received an MA in Visual Arts Practices from Dun 
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Laoghaire, IADT. Her work is shaped by two languages 
and explores the ways in which peoples’ engagement with 
land and language reveal attitudes and values which have 
implications for and connections with current ecological and 
social concerns. Her Temporary Studio within an industrial 
Bord na Móna peat excavation site, Ballydermot Works, on 
the Bog of Allen, launched PLOT / CEAPACH. This ongoing 
project explores our relationships with bogland at a time of 
transition for both human and non-human life so  
as to imagine ways to sustain a living in partnership with 
the natural world at critical and contested sites. Recent 
exhibitions with publications include an Arts Council 
funded touring show INSITES / ÓN CHEAPACH (2018),  
and Earth Writings (2019) with NUIM. More recently  
she has made an online presentation at the Online 2021 
International Peatland Gathering. Recent Awards include: 
the Bealtaine Commission 2019/20 with Ground Up Artists 
Collective, for Tar Isteach/ Come in, which involved 
working with families living in direct provision through 
gardening and drawing. Awards in 2021 include Artist in 
the Community Research Award from the Arts Council and 
CREATE and a Kildare Arts Act Grant. Monica currently 
works with Creative Rathangan Meitheal on a multi-layered 
programme (art, migration, local history, environment)  
and with the Arts Council/Dept of Education Creative 
Schools initiative as a Creative Associate. 
 
Monica!O’Meara www.momeara.art
Monica was raised in the midlands in Ireland. Moving to 
Dublin she embraced the artistic and cultural opportunities 
city life presented, regularly undertaking art and craft hobby 

M–N courses throughout her working life. Having returned to live  
in the midlands the opportunity arose to study art and design 
on a full-time basis. Monica completed Level 5 & Level 6  
in Abbeyleix College of Further Education and an Honours  
BA in Ceramic Design at Limerick School of Art & Design. 
Nature and landscape have always been her primary source  
of inspiration and her interests in local and international travel 
and hillwalking have provided a vast wealth of source material 
with which to work. Having worked across various media, her 
practice now concentrates on ceramics. This close a!nity 
with geology and the landscape is often translated through 
abstracted colours witnessed on her walks and travels. With  
a keen interest in the scientific elements of her practice, 
Monica works in a conceptual and experimental manner, 
allowing both materials and firing their own voice in the 
process. Glazes become part of the fabric of the material  
she creates rather than surface decoration. The result of  
this interplay is the creation of unrepeatable truly unique 
abstract sculptural pieces. Monica is a multi-award-winning 
graduate of Limerick School of Art and Design whose work  
is held in both public and private collections, including: 
Limerick School of Art and Design, Limerick Institute of 
Technology; the BD Research Centre Ireland and Ingenium 
Training and Consulting.

Nick Miller www.nickmiller.ie
Nick Miller is known for his personal approach to revitalising 
the traditional genres of portrait, landscape and still life  
in contemporary painting. He spent 17 years engaging with  
the landscape of the North West of Ireland through a unique 
series Truckscapes, paintings made in a large truck, converted 
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M–N for use as a mobile studio. Miller was elected to Aosdána  
in 2001 in recognition of his contribution to the Arts 
in Ireland, and was the recipient of the inaugural 2014 
Hennessy Portrait Award at the National Gallery of  
Ireland. Significant solo exhibitions include : The Irish 
Museum of Modern Art, the RHA and the New York Studio 
School. His work is held in many collections nationally  
and internationally, including; IMMA; The Hugh Lane, 
Dublin City Gallery and The National Gallery of Ireland. 

Nuala O’Sullivan www.nualaosullivan.com
I am a Limerick based visual artist using both painting 
and photography in my work. I was awarded my MA in 
Fine Art Painting in 2013. In recent years I have exhibited 
extensively both in Ireland and abroad, including France 
and New York. The concerns addressed in my work are my 
personal perspectives and interest in the role and status 
of women in society both in the 1950s and today. In my 
practice, the aesthetic and culture of the 1950s has strong 
visual resonances for me and in my exhibition, Concealed 
Revelations, the paintings showed women motionless at 
some turning point in their lives, overwhelmed by their 
situation. Found or family photographs, from an archive 
built up over many years, are the source material for many 
of my paintings. In 2018 in Known Unknown I responded to 
the collection at Limerick City Gallery by using adornment 
and pearls as a metaphor for coercive control and the 
Madonna-whore paradox. The paintings I make involve  
the use of many thin layers of paint, allowing some of the 
light from the canvas to remain, reminiscent of holding a 

P–S

negative to the light. The figures in my paintings, appear in  
‘a situation’, sometimes smothered by heavy skies. Selected 
work was included in Éigse, Carlow, and the Royal Ulster 
Academy Show, Belfast and the RHA Dublin. My work is held 
in both public and private collections including: The O!ce 
of Public Works; Northern Trust; Roadbridge; University of 
Limerick; Limerick County Council; Laois County Council  
and Limerick Institute of Technology.

Padraig Robinson www.padraigrobinson.com
Born in Athy. Co Kildare, Padraig studied sculpture  
from 2004–2008 during a time when the image became  
the defining moment and when the screen further altered  
our socio-political conditions. Since 2011, Robinson has 
focused on written forms such as books and screenplays,  
acting on the material conditions of the screen. Time spent  
in archives is not a politely ‘retro’ activity, rather, the 
‘retrograde pull’ of current work is devised as a response  
to a contemporary moment defined by speculations on the 
future as a techno-social commodity. The book Gaze Against 
Imperialism (Metaflux Publishing 2019), was launched as 
a reading room installation in the exhibition CHROMA, 
IMMA, Dublin (2019–2020). Most recently his work was 
exhibited at Neue Berliner Kunstverein (n.b.k), Berlin (2021), 
Kunstmuseum Stuttgart (2020–2021), and Flat Time House, 
London (2020). Robinson has received numerous Arts Council 
of Ireland awards. He was 2019–2020 Visual Arts Fellow  
of Akademie Schloss Solitude and a Community Artist  
in Residence at the Laois Arthouse in 2014. 
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Pádraig!Ó’Flannabhra#www.padraigoflannabhra.com
Pádraig# is a photographer of outstanding style, artistry 
and expertise. His work has garnered numerous awards 
including: Carrolls/P.P.A.I. (Press Photographers Association 
of Ireland) Award 1984 and the Kodak National Portrait 
Award—1988, 1990, 1991, 1994, 1996 and 1998.#He holds an 
Irish record of ten Kodak European Gold Portrait Awards. 
Named Kodak Portrait Photographer of the Year at the Gold 
Circle Event in Leeds, U.K. and Best Image and Best Portrait 
Portfolio at the I.P.P.A./Sun Alliance, National Photographic 
Awards in Dublin, in 1998.#In 2003, Pádraig became the 
first Irish photographer in the history of the Association 
to be awarded the Fellowship of the Irish Professional 
Photographers Association (I.P.P.A.) for professional 
portraiture. He has published a number of books on  
Ireland, including four on his native town of Nenagh,  
Co. Tipperary. In 2018 he received honorary membership  
of the PPAI (Press Photographers Association of Ireland)  
for his outstanding contribution to the Association and 
Press Photography in Ireland for over three decades.!Ireland 
Frame by Frame is the title of his latest monochrome 
collection of work, showing imagery from the years 2002–
2019. His images appear frequently in local and national 
newspapers and he has exhibited widely in Ireland, the  
U.K. and France. Is Grianghrafadoir le stíl agus le ealáin  
é, Pádraig Ó Flannabhra atá an-chuid gradaim bainte  
amach aige. Tá clú agus cáil ar saibhreas agus ar 
cruthaitheach a#phortráide,#a thír dhréachta agus ar  
a obair phreasa. Thaispeáin sé go forleathan sa bhaile  
in Éirinn agus thar sáile freisin.

P–S Pat Guilfoyle @gillyguilfoylephotography
Pat is an Irish photographer based in Co. Laois.  

Patrick Fitzpatrick @pmacgiollapadraigart
My work is concerned with memory and landscape. I studied 
Print at Limerick School of Art & Design and my practice 
involves drawing, print and photography. I’ve found that 
memory and landscape mirror the process of art as both 
are open to accident, chance and hopefully beauty too. 
My work gathers the flotsam from life’s journies: leaflets, 
flowers, throw-aways, photographs which I use in creating 
my work. Altogether exploring associations which add depth 
to understanding and experience, meanings and ambiguities 
where nature and memory reside. Nature is my working 
material in my quest for the latent potential of change, to 
forgo the notion of fixed meaning, rather transformation 
through nature and memory. I aim to explore in my work 
the indefiniteness and openness, the infinite richness of an 
inexhaustible deposit of experience that we all are born of the 
earth. I returned to art college as a mature student at Limerick 
School of Art & Design (LSAD) where I achieved my BA in Fine 
Art (Print) 2010 and with the support of a bursary from LSAD 
my Masters in Fine Art (Print) 2012. 

Patricia Hurl www.hurlrudin.com
Originally from Dublin, Patrica now lives and works in 
Silverbarn Studios, Ballybritt, Co. O"aly. Her work is of its 
nature political, drawing her influences from the Feminist 
Artists/Activists in the 60s, 70s and 80s. Originally a painter, 
in the last few years she has begun to collaborate with Artist-
Filmmaker, Therry Rudin. Their practice has developed  
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into Performance-Film which has helped sustain them 
during Covid-19, as they returned to working on their on-
going body of performance, video and texts on the subject 
of folk narrative. As Patricia gets older her work deals with 
the issues of isolation and loneliness, often associated 
with aging. Recently she has gone back to using her sewing 
machine, the buzzing of which was the soundtrack of 
her life. She is determined that this medium, most often 
associated with women at home, can be used as powerfully 
as Painting. Recent exhibitions include: Na Cailleacha 2020 – 
Work in Progress which has toured to Wexford and Tipperary 
South Arts Centre; Narrating the New Normal—a 3D virtual 
exhibition by Birr Vintage Week & Arts Festival | art; Space, 
showing in collaboration with Therry Rudin; the video Once 
Upon a Time (August 2020) and Elliptical A"nities, Exhibition 
of Feminist Art from 1988 to the Present curated by Fiona 
Barber and Aoife Ruane.  

Pauline Conroy @pollydidit
Pauline is an artist living in Ballybrittas, Co. Laois.  
Pauline loves painting the beautiful scenes around her 
home. ‘I paint. Painting is the creative endeavour that  
I use to express myself. It works.’ 

Ray Murphy www.raymurphy-art.com
Ray is an Irish artist who works in oils, watercolours, pen 
and ink, pastel, and graphite. His work is figurative, showing 
his passion for both Renaissance and Impressionist masters. 
His themes range from portraiture and the human figure to 
landscape and still life.

P–S Rennie Buenting www.renniebuenting.weebly.com
Born in the Netherlands, Rennie and now works from her 
studio in Ireland. She commenced her professional art career 
after many years of teaching in schools and education centres 
while running a thoroughbred racing stud farm. After finishing 
at the Limerick School of Art & Design, Rennie went on to do a 
Masters in Printmaking at the Rennie Mackintosh School of Art 
Glasgow. Rennie submerges herself in her subject and allows 
it to dictate the medium she uses. These include anything 
from: painting; printmaking; textiles; sculpture; installation; 
film; sound and performance. With works delivering a unique 
experience of a space, a place, a cause, or a landscape, and 
often serving as a discussion platform. Rennie has been 
awarded numerous bursaries and residencies and has exhibited 
in Ireland and abroad. Her most recent exhibition, Art Together, 
Reflections of Nature, with Vicki O’Donoghue was part of AKA 
Fringe Kilkenny, 2021. In February 2021 the painting and 
song, Joya, won the prize in the Open Submission Exhibition at 
Dunamaise Art Centre, Portlaoise. Two exhibitions of note 
include: Where has all the sugar gone (an exhibition about the 
demise of the Irish Sugar Industry) and Room of One’s Own. 
Both included large installations, audience participation and 
attracted much interest and discussion. 

Rita Du"y www.ritadu#ystudio.com
Rita Du"y is one of Ireland’s ground-breaking artists. She 
continues to initiate major collaborative art projects and was 
made an Honorary Member of the Royal Society of Architects 
for developmental work in the built environment. In 2004, 
Thaw, a contemporary art project with environmental concerns 
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aimed to bring an iceberg to Belfast, history and narrative 
continue to pulse through her work. In 2018 she was 
recognised for her contribution to the visual arts in  
Ireland and elected to Aosdána, Irelands elected  
‘people of the arts’. Based in Ballyconnell Courthouse,  
she continues studio based practice and socially engaged 
art projects, exploring issues of female identity, history and 
increasingly environmental issues. In 2013 The Shirt Factory 
Project Derry was an extensive examination of women’s’ 
labour through the reinvention of a former shirt factory. 
In Dublin 2016 in, Souvenir Shop, the Irish shared, lived 
experience of rebellion (historical, political and social)  
were reworked and presented to the viewer as irreverent 
thought provoking everyday commodities. In 2019, Soften 
the Border was developed with a small cross-border knitting 
group and a collection of cushions installed at the centre 
of the Bellcoo/Blacklion bridge. Attracting global media 
coverage and giving voice to the immediate local experience. 
Du"y currently holds a Visiting Artist Fellowship at  
Trinity College, Dublin. 

Rosemary Langtry www.rosemarielangtry.com
Rosemarie is a contemporary visual artist working  
and teaching in her studio in Ballinahown, Athlone,  
Co. Westmeath, Ireland. She is inspired by the nature  
that surrounds her home in the heart of Ireland, particularly 
rural and bog-landscapes, found and corroded man-made 
objects, and the abundant waterways of her native county. 
These inspirations are reflected in her highly evocative 
work, which creates a strong, organic sense of place when 
viewed. Her exhibitions, which have taken place all over 

P–S the world, give voice to her unique perspective on the natural 
environment she works in, and the human remnants she 
recovers within it. 

Sarah Delany @SarahDelanyart 
Sarah is an Award winning artist living in Co. Laois. She  
began her artistic training at the Byam Shaw School of Painting 
and Drawing, London graduating in fine Art. Since then she 
has emerged as a gifted painter specialising in animals and 
landscape. Sarah intuitively applies her paint in thick broad, 
highly spirited brushstrokes that not only convey the essence 
of her subject but also highlight an artist who understands 
what paint is about. Sarah has exhibited widely in both  
England and Ireland and her work is held in private and  
public collections. She is currently a resident at the Laois 
Arthouse, Stradbally. 

Simon Carman www.simoncarmansculpture.com
Simon is an artist working in stone, bronze and oil paint. 

Siobhan Keogh @keoghsiobhan21
Siobhan has been a full-time art teacher, since graduating  
from NCAD in 1983. Her work has always been craft based, 
with an emphasis on fabrics, and textiles. Recently she has 
returned to hand loom tapestry weaving. While mainly using 
the landscape as her theme, she explores texture and colour  
in its abstract nature. 

Stefanie Brüening @stefbruening
Since 2001 I divide my time, living and working, between 
Killiney, Co. Dublin and Germany, where I lecture in Sculpture 
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at the University of Koblenz-Landau. I am interested in the 
idea of transitioning from one space to another. This results 
in a symbolic and physical process of crossing borders - 
between surface and space, drawing and sculpture, image 
and word. Language is found as graphical markings and 
drawing fragments, in my paper cut-outs and on embossed 
zinc plates, and thus acquires a tactile presence. I hold a BA 
in Art history from Ludwig-Maximilians University, Munich 
and a BA Sculpture & Art Education at the Academy of Fine 
Arts Munich (under Professor Heribert Sturm and Professor 
Daniel Spoerri). Recent exhibitions include: Revival, 
ArtNetDLR, online exhibition (2021), Water, ArtNetDLR, 
Dun Laoghaire and dystopia, Municipal Gallery, DLR 
Lexicon, Co. Dublin, both (2020). 

Steve Shaheen @stephen_shaheen
Steve Shaheen lives and works in Brooklyn, New York.# 
He received his MFA in Sculpture from the New York 
Academy of Art, his BA in Classics and Visual Arts from 
Holy Cross College, and his Diploma in Stone Carving from 
an apprenticeship program in Siena, Italy. Shaheen’s work 
has been shown in various venues such as Automat (2021), 
Vox Populi (2019), Flowers (New York, 2018), Sies & Höke 
(Düsseldorf, 2016), Pioneer Works (Brooklyn, 2015) and 
several smaller exhibition spaces.# Awards he has received 
include: grants from the Ludwig Vogelstein Foundation; 
the La Fortuna Foundation/Italian Cultural Institute and 
artist residencies at the Vermont Sculpture Center, and 
Digital Stone Project. Shaheen has been a guest speaker 
and panelist at: Princeton University (2019); the American 

P–S Institute of Architects (2016); the New York Academy of Art 
(2016); the Vermont Carving Studio and Sculpture Center 
(2015); Kutztown University (2014); the University of Rhode 
Island and Rhode Island School of Design, Museum (2013).  
He has taught at: CUNY BMCC; the New York Academy of  
Art; the Lyme College Academy of Fine Art, and he directs  
an annual artist residency in Carrara, Italy.

Therry Rudin www.hurlrudin.com
Therry is an artist living in Roscrea, Co. Tipperary, Ireland, 
(originally from Switzerland) her work focuses on film – 
performance/documentary, drawing and object making and  
in collaborating with artist Patricia Hurl. Therry has a primary 
passion that is filmmaking in documentary, film performance 
and drawing. In her films, she develops artistic investigations 
revolving around how perception produces experience and  
how experiences turn into memories. Dealing with how 
memory gives rise to meaning, and how this meaning is 
changed when confronted with new experiences and of 
dreamlike desire, in ‘film – performance’. Her drawing  
process is comparable to her film-making process where 
investigation and research are central to reaching conclusions. 
Therry is an artist member of Na Cailleacha, a collective  
of women artists. Na Cailleacha (the Irish word meaning 
witches or divine hags) explores what it means to be women 
who are getting older and arguably becoming invisible, and 
creating strategies to overcome those negatives. 
 

T–V
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Una!Sealy www.unasealy.com
Una Sealy is a graduate of: Dun Laoghaire College of Art 
& Design (now IADT), in Fine Art Painting, 1980; UCD 
(Higher Diploma in Arts Administration, 1989) and Royal 
College of Surgeons in Ireland, (RCSI) MSc in Anatomy 
for Artists 2021. She was elected an Associate of the Royal 
Hibernian Academy in 2010, and became a full member in 
2016. She was appointed the first ever Professor of Art at 
the RSCI in 2021. Una has received many awards including: 
Adams Award for the Artist with the most potential for 
Future Appreciation, at the RHA Annual 2015; being 1 of 12 
finalists for the Hennessy Portrait Award 2014 and Ireland-
U.S. Council/Irish Arts Review Award for Outstanding 
Portraiture at the RHA, 2011. She has received several Arts 
Council bursaries including a Travel and Training award for 
study in France (2013). Selected solo exhibitions include: 
The Ashford Gallery, RHA, (2000 & 2016); Molesworth 
Gallery, Dublin (2003 & 2006) and Dunamaise Arts Centre, 
Portlaoise (2004). She had a major mid-career review 
exhibition at Draiocht, Dublin in (2012/2013) and her most 
recent solo exhibition was at the RHA, Ashford Gallery 
(2016). Una has exhibited in San Francisco, New York and 
Britain as well as in Ireland, regularly showing at the RHA 
Annual since 1991. Her work is held in public and private 
collections including: Fingal County Council; Boyle Civic 
Collection; Little Museum of Dublin; O!ce of Public Works; 
Commission for Energy Regulation; National Self Portrait 
Collection and the Great Book of Ireland. Una has been a 
visiting lecturer to many 2nd and 3rd level colleges, and a 
regular tutor of drawing at the National Gallery of Ireland 

T–V and the RHA School. She was a judge on the RTE series Painting 
the Nation in 2016 and 2017.

Vera!McEvoy www.veramcevoy.com
Vera is an Irish visual artist, educationalist and graduate of the 
National College of Art & Design, Dublin. She was awarded the 
inaugural Artist in Residence at the Laois Arthouse on leaving 
college, 2011–2012. The Arthouse and the people of Stradbally, 
whom she worked with over that time, hold a very special 
place in her heart. Vera works in a variety of media, her current 
work is in fused glass (kiln fired). A large element of her 
practice is working in collaboration with others, of all ages and 
abilities, young and old. Vera was awarded a Creative Ireland 
Bursary Award 2019 for a collaborative project, entitled Making 
Marks with Markievicz. Her film Shine was shown as part of 
the Dingle Film Festival 2019. She has exhibited nationally 
and internationally since 2007. Solo Exhibitions include: 
King House Boyle, Co Roscommon and the Laois Arthouse, 
Stradbally, Co Laois. Group shows include: Landfillart Project, 
Pennsylvania, USA, Print Show, El Minia, Egypt. Her work is 
represented in private collections in Ireland, Australia, England 
and the USA.
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